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SCRIBAL IDENTITY AND SCRIBAL ROLES
IN EARLY MEDIEVAL IBERIA: A CASE

STUDY OF SANTO DOMINGO DE SILOS,
BIBLIOTECA DEL MONASTERIO MS 6

This article builds on a close palaeographical, liturgical and musicological reading of a
single Old Hispanic manuscript (Santo Domingo de Silos, Biblioteca del Monasterio MS
6) to draw conclusions about scriptorium size, working practices and scribal mobility in early
medieval Iberia. We identify eight music scribes who worked in four distinct layers of scribal
engagement with the manuscript. These scribes used three different notational styles, and
draw on elements of both the León and Rioja melodic dialects. In this manuscript, León
notation is used to notate Rioja dialect; Rioja notation can be used to notate León dialect.
The notational styles and melodic dialects tell us that different groups of scribes had distinct
cultural identities and were likely working across two or three institutions, and at different
times. Some scribes specialised in particular solo genres, as we explore, suggesting strongly
that some music scribes were also trained as solo singers.

Through close study of medieval manuscript culture, modern scholars
can gain insight into the activities and priorities of those who made
and used the manuscripts; the study of chant, its notation and its
melodies offers further perspectives into the medieval world. In this
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Autumn 2020. The students indexed the chants of the entire manuscript (http://
musicahispanica.eu/source/20179), created a font from digital images of the manu-
script, and made machine-readable transcriptions of the chants (https://neumes.org.
uk/view). Our preliminary scribal identifications and explorations of the manuscript’s
melodic dialects were undertaken in dialogue with these students. The transcriptions
greatly facilitated our palaeographical working, making it easy for us to find patterns
in the use of particular notational shapes across the manuscript.
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article, through a close case study, we propose a shift in methodology
for identifying scribes and exploring their scriptorium context. As well
as the morphology of text andmusical scripts, we explore writing tech-
niques, including ductus, placement of notational signs (neumes)
within the interlinear space and the different ways of holding the
pen. Further, we incorporate consideration of scribal preferences
for particular notational shapes and melodic choices; these inform
us about individual scribes’ understanding of the melodic and nota-
tional tradition and the relationship between copying and recall in
writing practices. We take the identification of scribal stints as a
starting point for examining the role that each scribe played in
compiling the manuscript. As we illustrate in our case study, such
investigation can shed light on scriptorium size and working practices,
scribal intervention and scribal mobility.

Santo Domingo de Silos, Biblioteca del Monasterio MS 6
(henceforth Silos 6),1 preserves the liturgy for the Old Hispanic rite.
This rite was widely practised on the Iberian Peninsula until the late
eleventh century, when it was suppressed in favour of the Roman rite
with its Gregorian chant.2 Most of the manuscripts containing the
Old Hispanic rite have been lost or destroyed; the liturgy is preserved
in a corpus of approximately forty manuscripts and fragments.
These materials contain evidence about musical-scribal practices in
early medieval Iberia that have not fully been explored.
Palaeographical work on Old Hispanic notation has been relatively
limited. In 1929, Casiano Rojo and Germán Prado compared
neumes found in the Old Hispanic materials with similar Frankish
neumes to establish the possible melodic contours of the Old
Hispanic shapes.3 From the 1980s onwards, a similar approach was
undertaken by Herminio González Barrionuevo and Susana Zapke,
who looked closely at how palaeographical elements are combined
in practice to result in multiple neumes.4 More recently, Zapke has

1 For manuscript sigla and summary information about each manuscript referred to in
this article, see Appendix 1. For detailed bibliography on each manuscript, see
http://plainsong.org.uk/publications/hornby-and-maloy-melodic-dialects-in-old-hispanic-
chant-appendices/.

2 On the Council of Burgos of 1080 and the suppression of the Mozarabic rite see (inter
alia) T. Ruiz, ‘Burgos y el Concilio de 1080’, Boletin de la Institución Fernán González,
Año 59, 194 (1980), pp. 73–83; L. Vones, ‘The Substitution of the Hispanic Liturgy by
the Roman Rite in the Kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula’ in S. Zapke (ed.),
Hispania Vetus: Musical-Liturgical Manuscripts from Visigothic Origins to the Franco-Roman
Transition (9th–12th centuries) (Bilbao, 2007), pp. 43–59.

3 C. Rojo and G. Prado, El canto mozárabe (Barcelona, 1929), pp. 40–61.
4 H. González Barrionuevo, ‘Relación entre la notación “mozárabe” de tipo vertical y otras
escrituras neumáticas’, Studi gregoriani, 2 (1995), pp. 5–112; idem, ‘La notación del
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attempted to delineate different notational scripts from the ‘north’
and the ‘south’, using the ductus (of individual notational signs),
the directional axis of the script, the degree of intended diastematy
and the amount of graphic diversity.5 We found that these categories
could also be applied to the work of individual scribes within a similar
notational style. In collaborative work describing Old Hispanic
neumes using MEI (Music Encoding Initiative) conventions, Elsa
De Luca et al. have pinpointed visual and functional components
of Old Hispanic neumes.6 Some scholars have focused on identifying
individual Old Hispanic music scribes: Herminio González Barrionuevo
and, more recently, De Luca, Emma Hornby, Rebecca Maloy and
Raquel Rojo Carrillo. These scholars have developed a methodological
approach for identifying scribal hands in unpitched notation primarily
based on the way specific neumes were written.7 Elsa de Luca has
identified scribal hands in the mid-tenth-century León antiphoner

Antifonario de León’, in I. Fernández de la Cuesta et al. (eds.), El canto mozárabe y su
entorno: estudios sobre la música de la liturgia viejo hispánica (Madrid, 2013), pp. 95–120;
idem, ‘El pes corto en “uve” de la notación “mozárabe” de tipo vertical’, Inter-
American Music Review, 18 (2008), pp. 17–72; idem, ‘Algunos rasgos paleográficos de
la notación “mozárabe” del Norte’, Revista de musicología, 20 (1997), pp. 37–50; idem,
‘Dos “scandicus subbipunctis” particulares en la notación “mozárabe” de tipo vertical’,
Anuario Musical, 48 (1993), pp. 47–62; idem, ‘Dos grafías especiales del “scándicus” en la
notación “mozárabe” del norte de España’, Revista de musicología, 13 (1990), pp. 11–80;
idem, ‘La grafía del “sálicus” en la notación “mozárabe” de tipo vertical’, Revista de
musicología, 12 (1989), pp. 397–410; idem, ‘Una grafía particular del porrectus en la nota-
ción “mozárabe” de tipo vertical’, in E. Casares Rodicio, I. Fernández de la Cuesta and
J. López-Calo (eds.), España en la música de occidente: actas del congreso internacional
celebrado en Salamanca, 29 de octubre–5 de noviembre de 1985, ‘Año Europeo de la Música’,
I (Salamanca, 1987), pp. 75–90; S. Zapke, El antifonario de San Juan de la Peña (siglos
X–XI): estudio litúrgico-musical del rito hispano (Zaragoza: 1995).

5 S. Zapke, ‘Notation systems in the Iberian Peninsula’, in Zapke (ed.), Hispania Vetus,
pp. 189–243. This chapter includes separation of different notational styles within the
broader ‘northern’ category. Zapke’s terminology differs from ours. She described the
variants of Old Hispanic notation as different ‘scripts’ and ‘systems of notation’. We prefer
to address these variants as different ‘styles’. On the distinction between scripts and styles, see
S. Rankin,Writing Sounds in Carolingian Europe: The Invention of Musical Notation (Cambridge,
2018).

6 E. De Luca et al., ‘Capturing Early Notations in MEI: the Case of Old Hispanic Neumes’,
Musiktheorie, 34 (2019), pp. 229–49.

7 On music scribes in particular, see H. González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”
del Archivo de Silos: aspectos paleográficos y semiológicos de su notación neumática’,
Revista de musicología, 15 (1992), pp. 403–72; and, on Silos 6, see I. Fernández de la
Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’ de Silos: Archivo monástico, ms. 6, Monumenta Hispaniae
Sacra: Serie Litúrgica, 7 (Barcelona, 1965). Elsa De Luca’s work on the scribes of L8
is summarised in E. De Luca, ‘A Methodology for Studying Old Hispanic Notation:
Some Preliminary Thoughts’, in J. Borders (ed.), IMS Study Group Cantus Planus:
Papers Read at the XVII Meeting, Venice, Italy, 28 July–1 August 2014 (Venice, 2020),
pp. 19–40; E. Hornby et al., Understanding the Old Hispanic Office: Texts, Melodies, and
Devotion in Early Medieval Iberia (Cambridge, 2022), chapter 6.
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(L8). While L8 has such uniform notation for many neumes that
scholars long considered themanuscript to have been written by a single
notational hand, De Luca identified a selection of neumes in L8’s anti-
phoner that were written in different ways across clusters of folios;
this enabled her to identify different scribes.8 Hornby and Maloy
built on this methodology in their analysis of the opening folios of
L8, preceding the antiphoner proper, looking at the neumes that De
Luca had found useful for scribal identification, and adding further
neumes to the repertoire of likely ‘scribal tells’.9 We adopt a similar
methodology here, identifying a set of neumes that are formed in varying
ways across multiple folios in Silos 6. These distinctively written neumes
are clustered, suggesting the presence of different scribes.

In our approach, we build on recent trends in palaeography and
musicology beyond the Iberian corpus. For example, Susan Rankin
has explored the conceptual foundations and use of musical notation
in Carolingian Europe.10 These principles also underpin the Iberian
materials. Throughout our research on Silos 6 and its scribal hands,
the concept of a ‘house style’, or lack thereof, was crucial. David
Ganz’s work on scriptorium practice established that a scriptorium
can be heterogenous: ‘house style’ is dependent on the individual
training of the scribes and is subject to change over time. This helped
us to interpret the presence of different styles and scribes in the manu-
script.11 Other recent advances by text palaeographers can also be
applied to the study of neumatic notation and musical manuscripts.
Here, we have been particularly influenced by the work of Malcolm
Parkes on the elements of writing in text scripts, particularly the
forms and components of individual letters.12 We have combined his
approach and categorisations with the previous music-palaeographical
literature in developing our understanding of the Old Hispanic
notational shapes. In our present study of Silos 6, we combine these
approaches, enabling us to identify not only specific neumes or scribes
but also the behaviour and musical identity of individuals and their
scriptorium culture.

8 De Luca, ‘A Methodology’.
9 E. Hornby and R. Maloy, ‘Notated Chant in the Opening Folios of the León Antiphoner’,
(forthcoming in a volume for the Brepols series Bibliologia, edited by T. Deswarte).

10 S. Rankin, Writing Sounds.
11 See D. Ganz, ‘Can a Scriptorium Always Be Identified by its Products?’, in A. Nievergelt
et al. (eds.), Scriptorium: Wesen, Funktion, Eigenheiten. Comité international de paléographie
latine XVIII. Kolloquium St. Gallen 11.–14. September 2013 (München, 2015), pp. 51–62.

12 See M. B. Parkes, Their Hands Before Our Eyes: A Closer Look at Scribes. The Lyell Lectures
Delivered in the University of Oxford, 1999 (Aldershot, 2008), p. xi.
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S I LO S 6

Silos 6 is of particular value as a case study because, in its current state,
it is the result of four layers of scribal engagement. It also comprises
two sections made of different materials. As we discuss below, the first
section was written on paper, and the second section on parchment.
Across the manuscript, there are different notational styles and
melodic dialects. These tell us that the manuscript was compiled in
stages, probably at different times and across two or three institutions.
This single manuscript, then, attests to multiple strands of Old
Hispanic musical and notational culture.

Silos 6 is a liber misticus, containing chants and prayers for the Old
Hispanic public services (vespers, matutinum and the mass), as well as
mass readings.13 In mistici, the liturgical materials are presented in
order, each day starting with vespers, followed by matutinum and then
the mass.14 The only surviving examples of Old Hispanic mistici
preserve materials for just a portion of the liturgical year.15 Silos 6
is no exception. The first (paper) section contains feasts for the
common of saints (saints plural (de sanctis), just man (martyr),
confessor, virgins, and virgin); the second (parchment) section
contains nine complete quotidian Sundays and the beginning of
the tenth quotidian Sunday, ending in a lacuna.16 While votive days,
quotidian days and commons of saints are routinely placed towards
the end of Old Hispanic manuscripts, this precise layout (commons
immediately before quotidian Sundays), is otherwise present only in
Silos 3. The rarity of this layout raises further questions. Were the
two sections of the manuscript conceived separately, reflecting the
distinction between their materials? Or were they conceived together,
reflecting the combination of the common of saints with quotidian
Sundays also preserved in Silos 3? It has previously been argued that
the two sections of the manuscript have been joined together at least
since the thirteenth century.17 We suggest here that they were more

13 All were welcome to attend the public services, practised in both monasteries and secular
churches. The cloistered services were attended only by those living in monastic or
(perhaps) clerical community. On the definition between these two types of service,
see E. Hornby and K. Ihnat, ‘Continuous Psalmody in the Old Hispanic Liturgy’,
Scriptorium, 73 (2019), pp. 1–33.

14 On official fasting days (Lent, litany days and initio anni), there were also public versions
of terce, sext and none, which are otherwise cloistered services.

15 See Hornby et al., Understanding the Old Hispanic Office, chapter 3.
16 Quotidian Sundays are the Old Hispanic equivalent of ordinary time: the Sundays after
Christmastide and after Pentecost.

17 W. M. Whitehill and J. Pérez de Urbel, ‘Los manuscritos del Real Monasterio de Santo
Domingo de Silos’, in Boletín de la Real Academia de la Historia, 95 (1929), pp. 521–601,
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likely joined even earlier: before the suppression of the Old Hispanic
liturgy, but after the initial copying of each section.

a. The dating and origin of Silos 6: current scholarly understanding
Silos 6 has been dated to the late tenth or eleventh century,
approximately.18 We have not been able to pinpoint the dating of
the manuscript more precisely than previous scholars. The manu-
script’s origins are also unknown. Scholars have focused on different
aspects of the manuscript’s provenance, appearance and material
state in order to argue for different origins. We summarise these
arguments here, to provide a context for our close reading of the
manuscript.

As noted above, the first section of Silos 6 (folios 1r–37v) was written
on an early type of paper, likely made from pulped rag.19 The
remainder of the manuscript (folios 38r–154v) was written on the
more traditional material, parchment.20 This manuscript has been
cited as the first evidence of paper use in the medieval Christian
West; paper-making facilites were likely in existence in Muslim

at p. 564, write that the two parts of the manuscript were brought together at least by the
13th century, on the basis of the 13th-century Silos catalogue entry.

18 10th–11th century in A. Millares Carlo, Corpus de códices visigóticos, ed. M. C. Díaz y Díaz
et al. (Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, 1999), p. 182, and Fernández de la Cuesta,
El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, p. 13; González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’,
pp. 426–7 dates the first 37 folios (written on paper) to the early 11th century and
the rest of themanuscript to the 10th–11th century. J. Pinell, ‘El oficio hispano-visigótico:
Fuentes para su estudio’, Hispania sacra 10 (1957), pp. 385–427, at p. 394; idem, ‘Los
textos de la antigua liturgia hispánica: Fuentes para su estudio’, in J. F. Rivera Recio,
(ed.), Estudios sobre la liturgia mozárabe, Publicaciones del Instituto Provincial de
Investigaciones y Estudios Toledanos, ser. 3, 1 (Toledo, 1965), pp. 109–64, at p. 136;
D. Randel, An Index to the Chant of the Mozarabic Rite (Princeton, N. J., 1973), p. xix;
I. Fernández de la Cuesta, Manuscritos y fuentes musicales en España: Edad Media
(Madrid, 1980), p. 163, date the manuscript just to the 11th century, without further
specificity. Dard Hunter, Papermaking: The History and Technique of an Ancient Craft
(London, 1947), p. 470, states that the earliest use of paper in Spain is 950, presumably
referring to Silos 6. We have found no evidence that supports this early dating, and have
not encountered it in other scholarship.

19 L. Arvin, Scribes, Scripts and Books: The Book Arts from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Chicago,
1991), p. 287, states that the paper exhibits qualities of paper made by the Arabs (long
fibres, firm and thick).

20 Further research is needed into how the different materials would have affected the
aspect or practice of writing. With parchment, fatty deposits, holes, and the different
textures of the flesh and hair side of the material might cause variation in the writing
of a scribe; with paper it is possible that the texture of the mould used to make the paper
might result in an uneven writing surface. Paper may also have been more absorbent,
perhaps resulting in a lower chance of smudging fresh ink. We thank Sara Charles
for her insight on the differences between writing on parchment and paper (personal
communication, March 2022).
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Iberia by 1056 in Xàtiva and by 1086 in Toledo.21 Silos 6 is therefore
likely to have used paper imported from theMuslim world.22 The paper
section was thus conceived and executed in an institution that was open
to an – at that time – unconventional technology.

In attempting to pin down the origin of Silos 6, Ruiz Asencio drew a
parallel with Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France (BNF), n.a.l.
1296.23 BNF n.a.l. 1296 is a copy, on paper, of another manuscript:
the tenth-century glossary of San Millán de la Cogolla (Madrid,
Real Academia de la Historia, MS A46; henceforth A46). While
BNF n.a.l. 1296 is usually dated to the first half of the twelfth century,
Ruiz Asencio asserted that the date 1082 was added into A46
(fol. 171r) when A46 was used as the exemplar for BNF n.a.l. 1296.
He also argued that the two paper books BNF n.a.l. 1296 and Silos
6 must have been made in the same institution. BNF n.a.l. 1296
was probably (a) copied at San Millán de la Cogolla (where its exem-
plar, A46, was held), (b) commissioned by the Abbey of Silos (who
certainly acquired it) or (c) commissioned by another institution
and later acquired by Silos. Because he did not consider the text script
of n.a.l. 1296 to be characteristic of San Millán de la Cogolla, Ruiz
Asencio favoured the third of these possibilities. He suggested that
both BNF n.a.l. 1296 and Silos 6 originated at the cathedral of
Santa María la Real de Nájera, approximately nine miles away from
San Millán de la Cogolla.24 We remain unconvinced by this line of
argument. Whether BNF n.a.l. 1296 was copied in 1082 or in the

21 R. L. Hills, Papermaking in Britain 1488–1988: A Short History (London, 2015), p. 2.
L. Arvin claims that there was evidence for paper making in Xàtiva by 1056, and in
Toledo by 1085 (Scribes, Scripts and Books). J. M. Bloom, ‘Papermaking: The Historical
Diffusion of an Ancient Technique’, in Heike Jöns et al. (eds.), Mobilities of Knowledge
(Dordrecht, 2017); D. R. Hill, Islamic Science and Engineering (Edinburgh, 1993),
p. 113, states that the first mill was in existence in the 12th century. This is understood
to be a mill with running water. The facilities in Toledo were suitable for making
paper, but are unlikely to have had running water, and as such are not technically
considered a mill.

22 G. Mandl, ‘Paper Chase: A Millennium in the Production and Use of Paper’, in R. Myers
and M. Harris (eds.), AMillennium of the Book: Production, Design& Illustration in Manuscript
& Print, 900–1900 (Winchester, 1994), p. 181, states that paper was also in use in Egypt by
the beginning of the 10th century, and even earlier in Baghdad. We acknowledge that the
paper used in Silos 6 could have been imported from outside Europe.

23 J. M. Ruiz Asencio, ‘Códices pirenaicos y riojanos en la biblioteca de Silos en el siglo XI’,
in Silos: un milenio: Actas del Congreso Internacional sobre la Abadía de Santo Domingo de Silos, II
(Burgos, 2003), pp. 177–210. This is followed by M. Vivancos, ‘Liber misticus’, in Zapke
(ed.), Hispania Vetus, p. 290; Zapke, ‘Notation Systems’, 198. Paris, BNF, n.a.l. 1296 is
available at: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84559374/f1.image.

24 No manuscripts are assigned to Santa María de Nájera with certainty; see M. C. Díaz y
Díaz, Libros y librerías en la Rioja altomedieval (Logroño, 1991). Ruiz Ascencio’s assignment
of Silos 6 to Santa María de Nájera is followed by Vivancos, ‘Liber misticus’, p. 290.
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twelfth century, Silos 6 was presumably copied rather earlier,
since the Old Hispanic rite was in the process of being suppressed
by 1082.25 Further, use of paper cannot be used to establish a
shared origin for the two manuscripts, since paper might easily
have been disseminated to multiple institutions, even sheets origi-
nating from the same batch. There is thus no particular reason to
associate the two paper manuscripts with each other, or with the same
institution.26

Primarily because of the text script style, Díaz y Díaz placed the
origin of the parchment section of Silos 6 in the León region.27

Ruiz Asensio instead saw the ‘ornamentation’ (especially in the parch-
ment section) as characteristic of the Rioja.28 According to Díaz y
Díaz, the text scribe in the parchment section exhibits traits of a
Visigothic script particular to the monastery of Santo Domingo de
Silos, in the hills south-east of Burgos, although the evidence for
manuscripts written at Silos in this period is very limited.29 It was
almost certainly at Silos by the thirteenth century.30 Rather than trying
to pinpoint the institution(s) in which Silos 6 was written, or its date of
production, we have taken a different approach, looking closely at the
individual scribes and their practices.

25 Franco-Roman chant was being copied at San Millán de la Cogolla by the late 11th or
early 12th century, when Madrid, Real Academia de la Historia, MS A18 was copied.
http://musicahispanica.eu/source/20167.

26 A preliminary comparison of the two manuscripts does not suggest that they are
from the same scriptorium; they use different abbreviations for ‘-que’, ‘-us’ and ‘-bis’,
for example.

27 ‘Tanto la música como bastantes rasgos de ortografía y ductus de la letra expresan rela-
ciones con la zona leonesa’. M. C. Díaz y Díaz, Códices visigóticos de la monarquía leonesa
(León, 1983), pp. 475–7.

28 Ruiz Asencio, ‘Códices pirenaicos y riojanos’, p. 200.
29 A. Boylan argued, on the basis of style, that the Silos scriptorium was not active until the
1090s in ‘Manuscript illumination at Santo Domingo de Silos (Xth to XIIth Centuries)’
(PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 1990). Both R. Walker and A. Castro Correa have
argued, on the contrary, that there may have been a scriptorium at Santo Domingo de
Silos from the 1040s, when St Dominic of Silos became abbot of Silos having been exiled
from San Millán de la Cogolla. See R. Walker, Views of Transition: Liturgy and Illumination
in Medieval Spain (London, 1998), p. 51. The attribution of several Old Hispanic manu-
scripts to Silos has been questioned. See, for example, A. Castro Correa, ‘The Scribes of
the Silos Apocalypse (London, British Library, Add. MS 11695) and the Scriptorium of
Silos in the Late Eleventh Century’, Speculum, 95 (2020), p. 348.

30 The 13th-century Silos library catalogue referenced a ‘Toledan missal’ on ‘rag parchment’
(‘unmisal toledano de pergamino de trapo’), which was very likely Silos 6. Fernández de la
Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, p. 24. González Barrionuevo does not include Silos 6 in his
list of manuscripts copied at Silos. See ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 404.
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b. Notational styles and scribal identification in Silos 6
Notational style was our starting point for the identification of
different groups of scribes working in specific sections of the manu-
script. Ismael Fernández de la Cuesta identified three notational styles
within the manuscript: one that he associated with manuscripts from
the León region,31 and two that he associated with manuscripts from
further east – a region broadly defined as the Rioja.32 We differentiate
these styles visually by considering the graphic form of individual
neumes. For example, the León version of the neume in Figure 1
tended to be written as a fully closed loop, bearing a resemblance
to a cursive visigothic letter ‘g’.33 The equivalent neume in Rioja nota-
tion could also be written as a closed loop, but could alternatively be

León notation: fol. 137r:

Rioja notation:  fol. 38v: fol. 44v:

Figure 1 NHL Shapes in Rioja and León Notation in Silos 6

31 The manuscripts containing exclusively León notation are L8, Sal and Sant.
32 Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’. Manuscripts containing these styles
include the Old Hispanic manuscripts with musical notation currently held at
Santo Domingo de Silos, in the Real Academia de la Historia, in the British
Library, Toledo Cathedral archive and New York Hispanic Society archive. For a brief
definition of Rioja notational style, see Liber ordinum episcopal (Cod. Silos, Arch.
monástico, 4), ed. J. Janini (Santo Domingo de Silos, 1991), p. 22.

33 In each case, the neume indicates a note followed by a higher and then a lower note:
NHL. Old Hispanic notation does not communicate pitch or intervallic content, but it
does capture the contour of the melody within each notational symbol (neume).
To describe the melodic features of the neumes, we use a shorthand letter for each note,
which describes its pitch in relation to the previous note. We cannot be sure of the rela-
tionship between the first note of a neume and the last note of the previous neume, so we
always classify the first note of each neume as N, meaning ‘unknown’ or ‘neutral’. We can
deduce the contour of the subsequent notes within the neume: S (same pitch as the
previous note); H (higher than the previous note); L (lower than the previous note).
Within some neumes, we cannot be certain whether a particular note is higher than
or the same as the previous note, and we use U to show the ambiguity (meaning ‘same
or higher’). Similarly, sometimes a note might be either lower than or the same as the
preceding note, and we use D to describe it (meaning ‘same or lower’). This nomencla-
ture was developed in E. Hornby and R. Maloy,Music and Meaning in Old Hispanic Lenten
Chants: Psalmi, Threni and the Easter Vigil Canticles (Woodbridge, Suffolk, 2013).
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written in a spiral shape. Similar illustrative examples could be multi-
plied; there are many neume forms that are characteristic primarily
of León or Rioja notational style, although there can be much visual
variation between manuscripts currently defined as using the Rioja
notational style.

Fernández de la Cuesta’s foundational work on the notational
styles used in Silos 6 was further developed and nuanced by
González Barrionuevo, who identified five music scribes in the manu-
script.34 Fernández de la Cuesta identified one text hand in the paper
section of Silos 6 (folios 1r–37v). He thought that this scribe also wrote
almost all of the music in this section, using a Rioja notational style.
This is González Barrionuevo’s Hand A.35 A different scribe (whose
ink is now very faded) used the León notational style to notate
one chant on folio 20r and two on folio 37r; this is González
Barrionuevo’s Hand B.

In the parchment section (folios 38r–154v), Fernández de la Cuesta
did not differentiate between different text hands, while González
Barrionuevo identified two or possibly three scribes.36 Fernández
de la Cuesta identified three notational styles in this section of the
manuscript. He argued that the text scribe(s) of the parchment
section used a Rioja notational style.37 González Barrionuevo identi-
fied almost all of the notation in this style as having been written
by Hand C, except that he considered a psallendo on folio 95r to have
been notated by Hand E.38 Fernández de la Cuesta observed a second
Rioja notational style in the parchment section (used up to folio 100r),
similar to that used in the paper section.39 Within the parchment
section, González Barrionuevo labelled notation in this style as having
been added by Hand D.40 He wrote that, if the two parts of Silos 6
should be considered together as a single manuscript, he would iden-
tify Hand A (in the paper section) as the same person as Hand D
34 González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’.
35 Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, p. 16; González Barrionuevo,
‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 429.

36 See discussion below, p. 205. According to Vivancos, ‘Liber misticus’, p. 290, at least two
scribes copied Silos 6; one scribe copied fols. 1–37, and another copied fols. 38–154. In
this catalogue entry, he does not specify whether he is referring to text scribes, music
scribes or both.

37 Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, pp. 16–17; González Barrionuevo,
‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 430.

38 González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 432.
39 Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, p. 17.
40 He lists the relevant folios, omitting fols. 46v (only a few neumes), 70v (a marginal
melisma), 86r, 89r, 90v (which he tentatively assigns to Scribe A of the paper section)
and 94r. Since he does not assign these to any other scribes, they are probably simple
omissions.
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(in the parchment section).41 Fernández de la Cuesta’s third nota-
tional style – a León notation – appears from folio 117v onwards;42

according to González Barrionuevo, this notation was probably added
by Hand B, the León notation scribe of the paper section.43 There are
text additions and corrections throughout the manuscript, and
Fernández de la Cuesta noted their similarity to the writer(s) of
the León notation.

As we will demonstrate, Hand D did not contribute to the paper
section of the manuscript. After palaeographical analysis (detailed
below), we concur with González Barrionuevo that Hand B indeed
contributed to both parts of the manuscript. We identify three further
scribes, not identified by previous scholars: one in the paper section of
the manuscript (Hand G), and two in the parchment section (Hands
F and H). Pace González Barrionuevo, we attribute to Hand E much
more than the single chant on folio 95r.

The findings of Fernández de la Cuesta and González Barrionuevo
were our departure point for close consideration of multiple aspects
of Silos 6’s palaeography. The distinction between a ‘script’ and a
‘style’ is difficult to define, and is used in different ways by different
scholars.44 In our research, we observed that although each Silos 6
scribe has a unique way of writing, some scribes can be classed as
sharing a single writing style;45 we identified these styles by looking
at elements such as the overall thickness of the strokes, the inclination
or axis of the notation, and the shape of specific neumes. These
elements intersect in various ways in each hand. Observing notational
style can allow one to hypothesise about which scribes might have
been trained in a similar environment and how they may have worked
together. Scripts are differentiated from each other by having some or
all of: a different conceptual understanding of how glyphs can be
constructed, a different vocabulary of glyphs, and different functions

41 González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 431, at n. 109.
42 Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, p. 17.
43 González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 432.
44 On the distinction between scripts and styles, see Rankin, Writing Sounds. Zapke,
‘Notation Systems’, attempted to categorise the provenance of Old Hispanic manuscripts
into chronological and geo-political areas on the basis of their notational ‘systems’
(scripts). While this work did not take into consideration Randel’s previous work on
the regionality of melodic dialect, it did lay out basic principles for the study of notational
styles such as ductus, use of the writing space, inclination of the writing and the degree of
graphic diversity in a ‘system’.

45 On different notational styles in Old Hispanic notation see Zapke, ‘Notation Systems’;
Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’; and González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices
“mozárabes”’. Jones, in the context of his PhD, is nuancing further the distinction
between Old Hispanic vertical notational styles.
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for some of the glyphs that are shared with other scripts.46 We agree
with Fernández de la Cuesta and González Barrionuevo that there are
three very different styles of notation in Silos 6; more work will need to
be done across the Old Hispanic corpus to discern whether any of
these in fact belong to different scripts.

In our identification of the scribes in Silos 6, we looked at a number
of graphical qualities that have previously been highlighted as fruitful
by scholars such as Susan Rankin and Susana Zapke. One such feature
is the notational ductus. This term can refer to several things (‘the act
of tracing strokes on the writing surface’,47 the inclination of the
script,48 and the placement of signs in relation to each other).49

It was particularly useful to look explicitly at each of these aspects
in isolation. We found that the notation was consistently inclined at
specific angles in relation to the text line in some sections of the
manuscript but varied in other sections, leading us to hypothesise that
shifts in inclination, or shifts in consistency of inclination, can be
indicative of a change in hand. The writing angle of the script is sepa-
rate from the way in which a scribe held his pen. The different phys-
ical techniques used during the process of writing result in variety in
the thickness of the pen strokes. Thick strokes were produced using
the wider part of a nib, whereas thin strokes were produced by using
the thinner part of the nib. The weight of strokes and the extent of
variety between thick and thin strokes in a single scribe’s work can
inform us about how the pen was manipulated and, as a result,
informs us of the training of individual scribes. We also looked at
the graphic diversity of the musical notation; this is the vocabulary
of notational signs that a scribe wrote and how he combined notational
shapes to make neumes. Some scribes did not use the same neumes as
others or had a preference for a particular version of a neume. The
specific shape of certain neumes is a further category of analysis.
We looked at the formation of particular notational shapes, consid-
ering the angling, proportion and length of pen strokes. We often
found that there were consistent patterns of shape formation over
the course of several folios or chants. Analysis of all of these palaeo-
graphical aspects in combination enabled us to distinguish between

46 For a definition of Old Hispanic notational script(s), including the first two of these
three elements, see Rankin, Writing Sounds, pp. 118–22.

47 Parkes, Their Hands before our Eyes, p. 151; see also Zapke, ‘Notation Systems’, p. 451.
48 S. Zapke, ‘Dating Neumes According to their Morphology: The Corpus of Toledo’, in
J. Haines (ed.), The Calligraphy of Medieval Music (Turnhout, 2011), pp. 91–9, at p. 95.

49 Rankin,Writing Sounds, p. 93; ‘the process of distinguishing notations should be a matter
not only of morphology but also of the ductus within and between series of neumes’.
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the different scribes who copied the musical notation of Silos 6 and to
identify the unique qualities of each scribe’s handwriting.

c. Old Hispanic melodic dialects
The combination of multiple notational styles in Silos 6 is relatively
unusual in medieval Iberia, and it raises questions about whether
the manuscript was compiled in an institution that tolerated and used
more than one notational style,50 or whether it was moved during its
compilation. Here, close consideration of the melodies in Silos 6 was
enlightening. Don Randel identified four melodic dialects in Old
Hispanic chant, discovering regional preferences for particular
melodic shapes in the responsory verse tones. He defined these
dialects as León, Rioja, Toledo A and (in manuscripts using a separate
liturgical tradition) Toledo B.51 Hornby and Maloy confirmed these
findings with reference to cadences and a particular set of chant
openings.52 As noted by Randel, some Silos 6 responsory tones have
variants characteristic of the León region, and others have variants
characteristic of the Rioja.53 This prompted our exploration of Silos
6’s melodies more broadly, starting with the responsory verse tones,
each of which we categorised regionally according to Randel’s defini-
tions. Next, we looked at two types of cadence.54 In some cadences,
the last three syllables have the melodic contour NH�NL�N(H),

50 On the heterogeneity of some scriptoria, see Ganz, ‘Can a Scriptorium Always be
Identified by Its Products?’; Castro Correa, ‘The Scribes of the Silos Apocalypse’;
Walker, Views of Transition, p. 57.

51 D. Randel, The Responsorial Psalm Tones for the Mozarabic Office (Princeton, N. J., 1969);
E. Hornby and R. Maloy, ‘Melodic Dialects in Old Hispanic Chant’, Plainsong and
Medieval Music, 25 (2016), pp. 37–72. The Toledo A and Toledo Bmanuscripts date from
after the suppression of the Old Hispanic liturgy at the end of the 11th century. The
practice of the rite may have been informally permitted to continue in Toledo by
Alfonso VI after the 1085 reconquest of the city, and is documented by the existence
of mozarabic parishes in 1156. For a discussion of the history of the rite in Toledo,
see M. S. Gros i Pujol, ‘Les sis parròquies Mossàrabs de Toledo’, Revista catalana di
teología, 36 (2011); A. M. Moreno, ‘Arabicizing, Privileges, and Liturgy in Medieval
Castilian Toledo: The Problems and Mutations of Mozarab Identification (1085–1436)’
(PhD diss., University of California, 2012), chapter 4, pp. 148–94. For the most recent
evaluation of the dating of Toledo manuscripts see A. Mundó, ‘La datación de los
códices litúrgicos visigóticos toledanos’, Hispania Sacra, 18 (1965), pp. 1–25.

52 Hornby and Maloy, ‘Melodic dialects’.
53 Randel, The Responsorial Psalm Tones, p. 76. See also R. Maloy, Songs of Sacrifice: Chant,
Identity, and Christian Formation in Early Medieval Iberia (New York, 2020), p. 191:
‘Among the Rioja manuscripts, S6 often (though not always) presents melodic readings
closest to those of León 8.’

54 The grey data summarising this analysis is freely available in Online Appendix 2,
at https://doi.org/10.1017/S0261127922000031.
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typically preceded by a falling gesture on the preceding syllable (see
Figure 2a).55 While this cadence is used in different contexts in
different genres, in responsories and sacrificia it is associated with
the word ‘dominus’ or with other proparoxytones, and appears
primarily in manuscripts associated with the León region. Different
cadential strategies are used at these moments in most other Old
Hispanic manuscripts.56 When an NH�NL�N(H) cadence appeared
in Silos 6 or in a chant in L8 (León dialect) that has a cognate in Silos
6, we compared all manuscripts containing cognate chants. At these
moments, Rioja manuscripts have N�NHL�N(H) on the last three

2a:

2b:

2c:

2d:

2e:

Figure 2 Melodic Dialects in a ‘domino’ Cadence in Vespertinus In noctibus

55 Hornby and Maloy, ‘Melodic dialects’, p. 46.
56 The same combination of neumes also appears in the broader cadential vocabulary used
in other chant genres. In ferial antiphons, this combination of neumes is not associated
with regional melodic traditions. See Hornby et al., Understanding the Old Hispanic Office,
chapter 7.
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syllables 63% of the time in our sample (Figure 2b);57 twelfth- to four-
teenth-century (‘Toledo A’) manuscripts sometimes have León or
Rioja patterns and sometimes have a third type of cadence,
N�N�N (37% of the time; Figure 2c);58 and some Silos 6 scribes show
clear preferences for one or other of these three cadence forms (for
two of the cadence forms in a chant written twice in Silos 6, see
Figures 2d and 2e).59

A further cadential strategy defined by Hornby and Maloy as a
‘three-syllable cadence’ also varies in melodic contour in different
manuscripts, and this variation is aligned with the identified regional
melodic dialects.60 Such cadences typically comprise: several notes on
the antepenultimate syllable, drawn from a large repertoire of recur-
ring neume combinations; a regionally defined neume on the penul-
timate syllable; and N or curved NH on the final syllable of the phrase.
This penultimate syllable helps us to identify the likely regional dialect
of a manuscript or scribe.61 At final cadences, in both León and Rioja
dialect manuscripts, when the antepenultimate syllable ends with a
downward contour or a single note, it is usually followed by v-shaped
NHH on the penultimate syllable.62 At internal cadences, this NHH is
characteristic of León dialect manuscripts (Figure 3a). In this context,
the Rioja manuscripts instead tend to have NHL on the penultimate
syllable of the phrase, written with a gap between the first two notes
(Figure 3b),63 or a single note (N) on the penultimate syllable.64 The
twelfth- to fourteenth-century manuscripts generally have N�N on the
final two syllables of all such ‘three-syllable’ cadences (Figure 3c).65

Again, when encountering such cadences in Silos 6 or León cognates,
we compared the readings across the manuscript corpus, to confirm

57 There are 12 instances where L8 or Silos 6 has an NH�NL�N cadence and a Rioja
cognate has N�NHL�N (out of a total 19 chants with cognates in Rioja manuscripts)
and 6 instances where the Rioja cognate has a different melodic outline.

58 There are 7 instances where L8 or Silos 6 has an NH�NL�N cadence and a T4 cognate
has N�N�N (out of a total 19 chants with cognates in T4) and 13 instances where the T4
cognate has a different melodic outline.

59 See discussion of specific scribes and their preferences below.
60 See Hornby et al., Understanding the Old Hispanic Office, chapter 7.
61 Although these syllables can help to identify regional dialects, each of the characteristic
neumes described here can in fact occur, more rarely, in manuscripts that use other
melodic dialects.

62 That is: : : : L�NHH�N(H) at the end of the phrase. For a full discussion of the
frequency of NHH�N at final cadences see Hornby and Maloy, ‘Melodic dialects’, p. 45.

63 ‘ : : : L�NHL�N’.
64 ‘ : : : L�N�N(H)’. Hornby and Maloy encountered this in several sacrifica in T6, A30,
BL45 and Silos 4, for example. See ‘Melodic dialects’, p. 46.

65 Hornby and Maloy, ‘Melodic dialects’, p. 46. On the limited preservation of the tradition
beyond the 11th century in some institutions, see n. 51 above.
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whether the cadences in question were indeed moments that could be
used to differentiate between melodic dialects.

Finally, we explored a particular category of phrase opening, where
L8 (and other León manuscripts) tend to have NSH but some Rioja

L8, fol. 296v:

Silos 6, fol. 75r:

3a: NHH+N cadence

BL51, fol. 202r: (© British 

Library Board)

3b: NHL+N cadence

T4, fol. 143v:

3c: N+N in Toledo 

Figure 3 Melodic Dialects in a Three-Syllable Cadence in Sono Alleluia
Paratum cor meum, on ‘cor meum’.
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manuscripts tend to have NS.66 Hornby and Maloy examined the
opening of each chant in each manuscript across the corpus.67 Our
machine-readable transcriptions made it a simple task to search for
the neumes in question, not only at chant openings, but also at internal
phrase openings. We also examined the cognates across themanuscript
corpus to make sure we had not missed any moments where some
manuscripts open a phrase with NSH but Silos 6 has a variant.

Combining the evidence of responsory verse tones, cadences and
NSH openings, we were able to confirm that the León melodic dialect
is present in some parts of Silos 6, while some scribes had melodic
tendencies that are related – but not identical – to the known
Rioja dialect. As we show below, the melodic dialects in Silos 6 do
not correlate neatly with the Rioja and León notational styles.
Instead León notation is used to notate Rioja dialect; Rioja notation
can be used to notate León dialect. This is most unusual among the
Old Hispanic manuscripts. The melodic dialects do not correlate with
the paper and parchment portions of the book either. We have
aligned our scribal identifications with the melodic dialect identifica-
tions to reveal the shared or distinct scribal training and melodic
knowledge of different scribes.

TH E P A P E R S E C T ION O F S I LO S 6

The paper section begins and ends with a lacuna. The extant manu-
script starts during the mass prayers for the common of saints (plural)
(de sanctis), and ends midway through vespers of the common of a
virgin (de uno virgine). These folios are formed into five quires, each
originally consisting of eight folios (Table 1). The third quire is

Table 1 Quire Structure of Paper Section

Quire Number Folios

1 1r–7v

2 8r–15v

3 16r–21v [missing one bifolium]
4 22r–29v

5 30r–37v

66 The grey data summarising this analysis is freely available in Online Appendix 3,
at https://doi.org/10.1017/S0261127922000031.

67 Hornby and Maloy, ‘Melodic dialects’.
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missing a bifolium whose leaves were originally situated between the
current folios 16v and 17r and between 20v and 21r. As a result, we lack
the vespers alleluiaticus, hymn and beginning of the completuria for
the common of a confessor (folio 17r begins with the end of the
completuria) and most of the mass epistle (folio 21r begins with
the end of this reading from Romans 10).68

Throughout these folios, one text scribe was responsible for writing
the readings, prayers and chant texts.69 After exploring notational
vocabulary, melodic dialects and the formation of specific neume
types across the paper section, we became convinced that two music
scribes shared the task of notating the paper folios in its initial copying
phase.70 Hand A notated folios 16r–36v, and a newly identified hand,
Hand G, notated folios 5r–8r.71

a. Variations in the formation of specific neume types
Hand A and Hand G share the same characteristically squat style of
Rioja notation (see Figure 4). Despite their general similarity, they
wrote specific neumes in different ways. Here, we describe four illus-
trative examples.

The g-shaped NHL neume introduced above (Figure 1) was
written in different ways by Hands A and G (see Figure 5a). Hand
G wrote this sign beginning with a substantial falling curve that forms
the bottom of the neume, positioned to the left of the loop. This often
results in the whole shape appearing to tilt to the right. Hand A began
this neume with a less substantial falling curve, with the loop posi-
tioned either directly above or to the left of the bottom part of the
neume, which can result in a tilt to the left.

The contour NLL can be written using a stepped falling line (see
Figure 5b). In Silos 6, Hand G did not write this form of NLL in isola-
tion, but he did write a related neume with an initial horizontal stroke
(NHLL), which we can use for comparison. The descending right-
hand portion of this neume projects out to the right, ending with a
substantial final hook. By contrast, Hand A often wrote NLL in isola-
tion, using falling gestures that curve back towards the initial stroke
with a final, tight hooked gesture.

68 Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium gothicum’, p. 12.
69 Diáz y Diáz, Códices visigóticos, pp. 475–6.
70 Hand B later added notation to chants on fols. 20r and 37r (on this, see further below).
71 The folios between these stints are not notated.
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Hand G and Hand A had different ways of forming gapped
rising neumes that comprise a series of puncta followed by a virga
(Figure 5c). These gapped neumes were written from left to right
in an ascending diagonal direction by Hand G (consistently), and
by Hand A (sometimes). When there was limited writing space,
however, Hand A tended to write the puncta horizontally, to avoid
over-writing the text. Even where the writing space is limited, these
neumes always rise diagonally in Hand G’s notation.

A further distinctive ‘tell’ between Hand A’s notation and that of
Hand G is the gapped NSHL neume (Figure 5d). The SHL portion
of the neume was written with wide sweeping curved gestures on folios
5r and 7v by Hand G. In contrast, Hand A wrote the SHL portion of the
neume with tight curved gestures and shorter strokes resulting in a
much smaller sign.

Hand G, fol. 6(1)v

Hand A, fol. 17v

Figure 4 Examples of Hand G and Hand A
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b. Notational vocabulary
Different scribes can also be distinguished through their notational
vocabulary: some common signs can be entirely absent from a partic-
ular scribe’s work, and some scribes have a marked preference for
particular neumes or gestures.72 We give two examples here, drawn
from the 24 chants written by Hand A and 8 chants written by
Hand G. Some neumes end with a hook, following a final fall in pitch
(Figure 6a).73 In Hand A, hooks are commonly found at the ends of
NHL neumes and similar contours with additional rising notes in the
middle of the neume (e.g., NHHL). Hand A wrote hooked neumes 32
times in total; there are no hooked neumes during Hand G’s stint.

Hand A, NHL (fol. 25r): Hand G, NHL (fol. 6(1)v): 

Hand A, NLL (fol. 19r): Hand G, NHLL (fol. 5r ): 

Hand A, NHHH (horizontal) (fol. 16v ): Hand G, NHHH (fol. 5r ): 

Hand A, NSHL (fol. 25r): Hand G, NSHL (fol. 5r): 

5a:

5b:

5c:

5d:

Hand A, NHHH (diagonal) (fol. 25r):

Figure 5 Neume Types Formed in Varying Ways by Hands A and G

72 Our machine-readable transcriptions have greatly facilitated this work. We were able to
identify occasional use of two kinds of neume that González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices
“mozarabes”’, p. 429, thought were not included in the manuscript: gapped NLL:/**:gg
used twice by Hand C (fol. 45v), gapped NLL:/*∼:gg used once by Hand D (fol. 86v), and
gapped NLL:/∼∼:gg used once by Hand A (fol. 36v) and five times by Hand C (fols. 38v,
47v, 55r); and gapped NH:*/:g used by Hands A (fols. 16v, 19r), C (fol. 38v), E (fols. 88r,
126v) and D (fols. 45r, 63v, 71r, 77r, 87r). In the machine-readable code for each neume,
there are three components, separated by colons. The NHL component is explained in
n. 33 above. The second component refers to the note shapes within each neume. / is a
long straight shape, inclined upwards; * is a horizontal straight shape; and ~ is a wavy
shape. The third component refers to the connection between the notes within a neume:
g is used when two shapes are written close together, within a single neume, with a gap
between them. For detailed explanation and discussion, see Hornby et al., Understanding
the Old Hispanic Office, 179–87.

73 The precise meaning of these hooks is not currently known, but they probably repre-
sented a performance nuance of some kind. González Barrionuevo, ‘La notación’,
pp. 98–100, established that it does not represent a note and argued that it is likely
to represent a lengthening, like the episema in Saint Gall notation.
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The frequency of v-shaped NHHs provides further insight into the
habits of each scribe (Figure 6b). This neume is the most common
way of writing NHH in Silos 6; it appears more than twice as often
as either the looped or gapped NHH neumes.74 Hand
A follows this tendency, using v-shaped NHH 46 times (Figure 6b)
and looped NHH 16 times (Figure 6c). Hand G, by contrast, used
the v-shaped NHH much less frequently than the looped version
(the v-shaped NHH only once, and the looped NHH five times; see
Figure 6b and c for an illustration of these shapes). This suggests that
while Hand G was aware of the v-shaped NHH, he had a much greater
preference for the looped neume than Hand A did. As this compar-
ison illustrates, patterns in use of common notational signs or gestures
can help to support scribal identification.75

6a: Hooks in Hand A 

6b: v-shaped NHH  Hand A (used 46 times)  

Hand G (used once)    

6c: Looped NHH Hand A (used 16 times)  Hand G (used 5 times)   

Figure 6 Neumes that are Characteristic of Particular Scribes

74 The v-shaped NHH is used 268 times across the manuscript, the looped NHH appears
only 93 times, and the gapped NHH appears 121 times.

75 Parkes, Their Hands before our Eyes, p. xi, notes that ‘habits’ in the handwriting of scribes
allow us to identify individual scribes. For examples of Visigothic text scribes who have
tendencies to use a particular letter or ligature, see Castro Correa, ‘The Scribes of the
Silos Apocalypse’.
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c. Roles and responsibilities
There is little evidence with which to confirm whether Hand A or

Hand G was the text scribe of the paper section, although the division
of labour is suggestive. Both Hands A and G left some chants unno-
tated in their stints.76 Hand A routinely notated the beginning of
each liturgical day. It is plausible that Hand A set up the format
for each liturgical day, copying all of the text and the opening
chants, and perhaps expecting another scribe to complete the nota-
tion for the rest of the chants.77 Hand G arguably began this task of
completion, notating much of the common of a just, from the third
chant onwards (omitting the vespertinus and sono – perhaps seen as
Hand A’s responsibility, although Hand A had not notated them).78

Regardless of which music scribe (if either) was responsible for the
text, the music and text scripts have similar ink colour and share
their stroke thickness, with similar amounts of variation between
the thinner strokes (i.e. descenders and final rises of neumes).
This suggests that the neumes were written at the same time as
the text during this phase of production.

d. Melodic dialects
Hands A and G are also differentiated by their melodic preferences.
As can be seen in Online Appendix 2, Hand A used the León melodic
dialect for the two responsory tones he notated, as well as for most
cadences. His melodic choices at these points contrast with cognates
in Rioja dialect manuscripts 75% of the time. Apart from the León
dialect moments, Hand A used N�N(H) three-syllable cadences four
times (25% of the time). These are rare in the León dialect but, as
noted above, are found sometimes in Rioja dialect manuscripts, as
well as routinely in Toledo A. Hand G, by contrast, does not align with
the León dialect at all at these points of variance. He used three-
syllable N�N(H) cadences seven times (78% of the time) and the

76 No concentrated research has yet been undertaken on the possible reasons
why Old Hispanic manuscripts such as Silos 6 received notation only for some of their
chants.

77 He notated the beginning of the common of a confessor (until the end of the
matutinum missa), almost all of the common of a virgin (lacking only the end of the
praelegendum, the opening chant of the mass) and the first two chants in the common
of virgins (the vespertinus and sono).

78 Hand G also seems to have added the single post-sanctus neume on fol. 15v; this neume is
very different from the post-sanctus neumes used in the rest of the manuscript.
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characteristically Rioja NHL�N cadence twice (22% of the time),
although it is not written using the standard neume shapes either
time.79 Hands A and G, then, are distinct in their melodic dialects.
Hand A is much more closely aligned to León, and Hand G tends
towards a different dialect, which does not align neatly with the
León or Rioja norms as currently understood. In order to explore
the understanding of Old Hispanic chant by its notators, the case
of Hands A and G admonishes us to investigate melodic preferences
scribe by scribe, not manuscript by manuscript or institution by
institution.

This evidence has significant implications for our understanding of
manuscript mobility and the position of different melodic under-
standings within an institution. Hands A and G have such similar nota-
tional styles that they were almost certainly taught to write in the same
place. Hand A faithfully copied his León-dialect exemplar – both text
and music – almost all the time,80 while Hand G added notation for a
few chants, apparently without looking at that exemplar. Hand A
occasionally aligns with Hand G’s type of N�N(H) cadence, implying
that this was the melodic dialect in which both had been trained.81

We cannot discern why Hand A was copying a manuscript that used
a different melodic dialect from his own, although various intriguing
possibilities come to mind. The paper section of Silos 6 may have been
copied for export to an institution that used the León melodic dialect,
and a suitable manuscript was acquired as a model. Alternatively,
perhaps Hand A and G’s institution was attempting to shift across
to the León melodic dialect (at the behest of a new abbot or cantor,
perhaps?), and the paper section bears witness to a transitional stage
in the process. It is also possible that Hand A and G’s institution
needed a liber misticus exemplar for the common of saints, and

79 We were unable to classify the dialect of the responsory verse tone of Iustus iustificetur on
fol. 7v (Randel’s Tone C).

80 The fact that Hand A was copying rather than writing from memory is seen most clearly
on fol. 16v, where ‘sanctitas’ was initially notated on line 2 with the NLL that was actually
wanted for ‘sanctitate’ on line 3; this mistake was corrected by crossing out the NLL on
line 2. Such a line transposition is characteristic of copying from an exemplar. For a
parallel example in Franco-Roman chant, see D. Hughes, ‘Evidence for the Traditional
View of the Transmission of Gregorian Chant’, Journal of the American Musicological Society,
40 (1987), pp. 377–404, at p. 382.

81 This recalls Rankin’s observation that scribes balanced personal melodic recall with the
use of written exemplars when making notational decisions: S. Rankin, ‘Calligraphy and
the Study of Neumatic Notations’, in Haines (ed.), The Calligraphy of Medieval Music, pp.
47–62, at p. 48.
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were only able to source one containing León-dialect melodies,
which Hand A copied directly, despite this not aligning with the insti-
tution’s preferred melodic dialect. Whichever scenario was in play,
this evidence strongly implies that notated manuscripts moved; the
León-dialect exemplar from which Hand A was working almost
certainly did not originate in his home institution.

THE P A RCHMENT S E CT I ON O F S I LO S 6

The parchment section of Silos 6 contains quotidian Sundays. It was not
initially part of the same project as the paper section. The parchment
section was compiled in multiple stages, involving three different nota-
tional styles.82 As noted above, two of the notational styles are typical of
sources produced in the Rioja region; the third is typical of sources
produced in León. Each scribe in the first phase copied both text
and music (Hands C, E and F); their closely similar notational style
suggests that they were trained in the same institution. Their musical
notation was intermittent. Sometimes complete chants were notated,
sometimes entire chants were left blank, and sometimes notation
was inserted only at cadence points or for complex melismas. Either
during this initial copying phase, or later but within the same institu-
tion, one melisma was added in the same notational style by a different
hand (Hand H; folio 71v). In the second copying phase, Hand D added
a very different style of notation to many texts that had been left unno-
tated in the first stage (folios 44r–100r). In the final copying phase,
Hand B added notation to both the paper and the parchment sections
of the manuscript (folios 20r, 37r and 117v onwards), using a León nota-
tional style. As in the paper section of Silos 6, different melodic dialects
can be discerned in the work of different scribes in the parchment
section. Thus, Silos 6 was used and updated over time by several people,
possibly in different institutions, whose varying notational styles and
melodic traditions bear witness to their distinct cultural identities.

82 There is also a prayer added to fol. 38r, which was otherwise a blank page at the begin-
ning of the quotidian Sundays section. As noted by Fernández de la Cuesta, El ‘Breviarium
gothicum’, p. 44, this prayer appears also as the missa prayer in T4, fol. 109v, for the fifth
quotidian Sunday. This addition has a similar script style to the main text of the parch-
ment section; it was most likely added to the flyleaf at the start of the parchment section
before the parchment section was bound at the end of the paper section.
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P A R CHMENT PHA S E 1

In phase 1, the entire parchment section was laid out and the
text written. Changes in text writing – indicating changes in scribal
hand – coincide with changes in musical notation. Also, the ink colour
used to write the text changes several times, and the first layer of nota-
tion matches closely with the text ink on each folio. These factors
suggest that text and notation were written concurrently, by the same
person.

González Barrionuevo identified up to three different text scribes
in the parchment section of Silos 6.83 In his opinion, all the notation
in this first layer was the work of Hand C, with Hand E responsible for
a single chant. This is incompatible with our observation that the text
and first layer of notation was almost certainly undertaken by the same
person. Instead, when we looked closely at the notation, we could
discern subtle but consistent differences in the notation correlating
with the sections written by each text hand. The three text hands,
then, are also the three music hands, Hands C, E and F.84 Hand C
wrote folios 38v–52v and 132r–139r.85 Hand E wrote folios 52v–86r,
130r–131v and 139v–154v.86 Hand F was responsible for folios
86r–129v.87 Hand E is readily distinguishable from Hands C and F;
his letter forms are larger than those of the other scribes, and idiosyn-
cratic in their proportions. Hands C and F differ from each other most
notably in their majuscule letter forms. For example, in the letter A,
Hand F often wrote a very long ascending stroke that slopes down-
wards from left to right, whereas Hand C used much shorter and
generally more vertical strokes (see Figure 7). Hand F sometimes
wrote U with an angle at the bottom (resembling a modern-day V) –
this is never present in Hand C’s work. Hand F also occasionally wrote
certain capital letters with a stylised fork at the top (e.g., C and G), while
Hand C did not. Within the main stints outlined above, the psallendi

83 González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 427.
84 Often, González Barrionuevo’s identifications of scribal stints parallel changes in ink
colour. We do not, however, identify scribes on the basis of changes in ink colour, as
the colours of different ink batches could vary, depending on the materials available.
For example, S. Rankin notes the lack of correlation between ink colour and scribal
input in a French gospel book in Writing Sounds, p. 85, at n. 30.

85 As observed also by González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 427.
86 In González Barrionuevo’s opinion (‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 427), the script of fols.
139r–154v is very similar to that on fols. 52v–86r; he considers that they could have been
written by the same hand, or perhaps by a different one. He did not identify the scribe of
fols. 130r–131v.

87 According to González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, p. 427, this stint might
have been written by Hand C or by a further scribe.
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texts and melodies were sometimes added by Hand E during Hand F’s
stint (for summary details, see Table 2, below).

a. Notational differences between Hands C, E and F
Hands C, E and F used a style of Rioja notation that often has long and
thin strokes. It is distinct from the squat style used by Hands A and G
(in the paper section) and Hand D (in the second layer of the parch-
ment section). Unlike Hands A, G and D, some notational shapes
written by Hands C, E and F tend to be angled towards the right,
particularly the right-angled NH (see Figure 8).

When differentiating between Hands A and G in the paper section
of Silos 6, we were able to compare their distinct formation of specific
notational signs. This methodology cannot be used to distinguish
between Hands C, E and F, because some notational signs are written
in a similar manner across the work of all three scribes, and others can
vary significantly in graphic appearance within a single line of nota-
tion. Instead, each scribe’s contribution can be discerned on the basis
of more general characteristics including the inclination of each nota-
tional shape on the folio and the contrast between thick and thin
strokes resulting from how each scribe held their quill.88 We under-
took this work independently from our work on the text scribes,
confirming only afterwards that the changes of stint coincided across

Hand C Hand F

Figure 7 Different Letter Forms Used by Hands C and F

88 Such characteristics of writing have routinely been used by palaeographers to identify
text hands. See, inter alia, Castro Correa, ‘The Scribes of the Silos Apocalypse’;
Parkes, Their Hands before our Eyes, p. xi.
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Table 2 Scribal Stints in the Parchment Section of Silos 6 (First Layer)

Folio Genre Scribe Context
Quiring
structure

38v–39r Complete vespertinus,
sono, antiphon,
alleluiaticus

Hand C Complete
vespers
chants,
Sunday 1

Quire 6

45v Responsory melismas Hand C
46r n/a Hand C Quire 7
47v–48r Complete sono and

matutinum laudes
Hand C Solo chants

49v Biblical verse at the
end of a hymn

Hand C

52v n/a Hand E begins
stint on line 11

54r n/a Hand E Quire 8
54v–55r Mass laudes cadence

and sacrificium
melisma

Hand E Solo chant

(sacrificium)
60r n/a Hand E Sunday 2

begins,
halfway
down folio

60v Sono melisma Hand E Solo chant
62r n/a Hand E (unnotated

psallendo)
Quire 9

63r Alleluiaticus melisma Hand E
63v Responsory melisma Hand E
64r Praelegendum

melisma
Hand E Beginning

of mass
65r Complete psalmus Hand E
70r n/a Hand E Quire 10
71r Vespertinus

interpolations
Hand E Sunday 3

begins on
line 4

71v Alleluiaticus melisma Hand H (music
plus added
verse text
‘angelos suos’)

73r Complete psallendo Hand E
74r Antiphon melisma Hand E
74v Alleluiaticus melisma Hand E
75r Sono melismas Hand E
76r Praelegendum

melisma
Hand E
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(Continued)

Folio Genre Scribe Context
Quiring
structure

77r Psalmus melismas Hand E
78r n/a Hand E Quire 11
78v Laudes melisma Hand E
83r Vespertinus melisma

and sono melismas
Hand E Sunday 4

begins on
line 4

83v Antiphon melisma Hand E
84r End of hymn verse Hand E
85r Complete psallendo Hand E
86r n/a Hand E (first two

lines)
Hand F (rest of
folio)

Quire 12

87v Responsory melisma Hand F
88r Sono melisma Hand F
89r Psalmus (intermittent

notation)
Hand F

90v Laudes opening Hand F
91r Sacrificium melisma Hand F
93v n/a Hand F Sunday 5

begins
94r n/a Hand F Quire 13
95r Complete psallendo Hand E (text and

melody)
96v–97r Alleluiaticus melisma,

complete
responsory,
benedictiones
melisma

Hand F

97v Complete
praelegendum

Hand F

102r Neumes at end of
post-sanctus prayer

Hand F Quire 14

103r n/a Hand F Sunday 6
begins

105r Psallendo melisma Hand F
106v Responsory and sono

melismas
Hand F

108r Psalmus melismas Hand F
110r n/a Hand F Quire 15
115r Neume in a reading Hand F
116r Alleluiaticus melisma Hand F Sunday 7

begins on
line 2
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both text and notation. Hand C used a thin-cut nib (see Figures 8
and 9). His notational shapes generally have thin lines with minimal
contrast between thick and thin strokes, although he did sometimes
rotate the nib to create lines with consistent thickness. Hand E’s
notation generally has thicker lines throughout, resulting from a
broader-cut nib and fromHand E’s frequent nib rotation both during
and between pen strokes. Hand E’s notational signs often thicken
at the top of the ascender (e.g., ‘domine’ in Figure 9). Sometimes

(Continued )

Folio Genre Scribe Context
Quiring
structure

117r Complete psallendo Hand E
118r n/a Hand F Quire 16
119r Psalmus melisma Hand F
124r n/a Hand F Sunday 8

begins
125r n/a Hand F Quire 17
125r Complete psallendo Hand E (text and

music)
126r Alleluiaticus and

responsory melismas
Hand F

126v Responsory verse and
sono melisma

Hand F

127v Psalmus (single
cadential neume)

Hand F

130r n/a Hand E begins
stint at top of
folio

132r n/a Hand C begins
stint at top of
folio

Quire 18

136v Vespertinus melisma Hand C Sunday 9
begins

139v n/a Hand E begins
stint at top of
folio

140r n/a Hand E Quire 19
141r Praelegendum

melisma
Hand E

148r n/a Hand E Quire 20
152v Vespertinus

(intermittent
notation)

Hand E Sunday 10
begins

154r Complete psallendo Hand E
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Hand E refilled his quill to complete such ascenders;89 at other times
he paused before taking his quill from the parchment. This trait does
not appear in the work of either Hand C or Hand F. Further, Hand E
often wrote the angled NH neumes (Figure 8) with varying angles
between the first and second stroke; Hand C and Hand F were much
more consistent in forming a 90-degree angle between these strokes.
Hand E’s ascenders are often inconsistent in their inclination:
sometimes they are vertical, and sometimes they are inclined to the
right. Hand C’s and Hand F’s ascenders are more consistently
inclined towards the right. Hand F’s notation has a strong contrast
between thick and thin strokes, suggesting that he used a broad
nib, held in a fixed position.

One melisma seems to have been inserted by a further hand (Hand
H; Figure 10), after the initial layer was copied. Folio 71v is within Hand
E’s first stint, but the notation on ‘(al)leluia’ looks quite different from
Hand E’s usual neumes.90 Hand H used a very thin-cut nib, producing
thinner strokes than those observed in the notation of Hands C, E
and F. Near the beginning of the melisma, there is an NL shape that
ends with a hook. The distinctively wide curves of both the L and the

fol. 27v (Hand A): fol. 5r (Hand G): 

fol. 97r (Hand D): fol. 45v (Hand C): 

fol. 77r (Hand E):  fol. 96v (Hand F): 

Figure 8 Different Ways of Writing Right-Angled NH in Silos 6

89 This is particularly obvious on fol. 65r.
90 The other notation on this first line was added by Hand D, on whom see discussion
below.
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Hand C, fol. 38v: 

Hand E, fol. 65r: 

Hand F, fol. 96v:

Figure 9 Comparative Examples of the Notation Used by Hands C, E and F

Figure 10 Intervention by Hand H, fol. 71v
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hook are unlike those of the other scribes in the first layer.91 The end of
the verse text ‘ang[e]los suos’ may also have been written by Hand H;
the top of the ‘s’ is very similar to the NL hook in the notation, and is
unlike Hand E’s ‘s’ shapes on the first text system in the example.

b. Melodic dialects
Hands C, E and F all notated cadences using a similar mix of melodic
preferences, which do not correlate with a single melodic dialect.92

Instead, each used some cadences characteristic of the León melodic
dialect,93 some characteristic of the Rioja94 and some involving an
N�N(H) cadence.95 This combination of preferences can also be
seen in the responsory verse tones notated by Hand F: one uses
the León version of Randel’s Tone B, and the other uses a version
of Tone C that we have been unable to assign to a particular melodic
dialect. As discussed above, Hornby and Maloy observed that at some
phrase openings, León dialect manuscripts use an NSH opening
where Rioja and Toledo A manuscripts tend to use NS.96 There are
five such moments preserved in Hand C’s stint. Three times Hand
C wrote the León NSH; twice he wrote NS, more characteristic of
Rioja and Toledo A manuscripts.97 This melodic evidence suggests
that all three scribes were trained in the samemelodic dialect, but that
this dialect does not align with any of the dialects previously identified.

c. Roles and responsibilities
We took a holistic approach to the evidence in the initial phase of the
parchment section. This sheds light on aspects of the role each scribe
played in the production of this manuscript. As can be seen in Table 2
(above), the scribal stints correlate neither with the quiring structure,
nor consistently with the beginning of new liturgical days. Hand C
opened the parchment section by copying a fully-notated vespers
(folios 38v–39r), similar to Hand A’s role of beginning the liturgical
91 Compare with the hooks in Figure 9 of Hand C (on ‘e’ at the end of the first system, and
on ‘mea’ on the second system), Hand E (at the end of ‘meo’ on the first system, and on
‘omnia’ and ‘tua’ on the second system, whose hooks begin to the left of the L stroke,
rather than beginning at the end of the L stroke like Hand H) and Hand F (at the begin-
ning of ‘nostre’ on the first system).

92 See Online Appendix 2 for details.
93 Hand C × 1; Hand E × 3.
94 Hand C × 2; Hand E × 2.
95 Hand C × 2; Hand E × 4; Hand F × 3.
96 Hornby and Maloy, ‘Melodic dialects’, p. 52.
97 See Online Appendix 3.
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day in the paper section. After this, Hand C added intermittent nota-
tion during his two stints, including in the opening chant of the ninth
quotidian Sunday. Hand E wrote three stints with intermittent nota-
tion, including in the opening chants of the third, fourth and tenth
quotidian Sundays.98 During his stints, he wrote complete notation
only for a mass psalmus (folio 65r), and for four of the five psallendi.99

As this illustrates, Hand E took particular responsibility for copying
and fully notating psallendi. Hand C added only one psallendo text
in his stints; this was the first chant that he left unnotated (folio
41v). He either did not have access to the psallendo melody, or did
not consider notating it to be a priority. Hand F copied only one psal-
lendo and notated just its final word (folio 105r). For the other three
psallendi within Hand F’s copying stint, Hand E intervened to copy
both text and melody. This confirms that Hand E had a particular
expertise with this genre. While there is no direct evidence about
who sang the psallendo, positioned after the closing prayers of vespers
and/or matutinum, the copying practices in Silos 6 might suggest that
it was a chant known and sung by a limited number of people, perhaps
a solo chant.100 Unlike Hands C and E, Hand F never added notation
to the opening chant of each Sunday in his stint. He mostly added
melismas to otherwise unnotated chants, although he did notate a
complete responsory (folios 96v–97r) and a complete praelegendum
soon after (folio 97v). On the fourth quotidian Sunday the praele-
gendum is Protege nos, the first quotidian Sunday to which the praele-
gendum Dominus regnabit was not assigned; this may have prompted
notation of the whole chant.

Closer investigation of the genres in which Hands C, E and F inter-
vened is also illuminating. According to the second prologue to L8,
‘two or three at a time sing responds, likewise Vespertini, Laudes,
and Psalmi’; according to the Visigothic letter to Bishop
Leudefredus, ‘to the psalmist belongs the office of singing. He is to
say the Benedictiones, Psalmi, Laudes, Sacrificii, Responsoria, and
whatever belongs to the skill of singing’.101 These were the genres
98 He did not include notation for the vespertinus on the second quotidian Sunday.
99 The psallendo on fol. 62r is unnotated.

100 Some have argued that the psallendo was processional, and this seems likely from its
liturgical position, although there is no direct confirmation of its processional status
in manuscript rubrics. J. Pinell’s assertion, Liturgia hispánica (Barcelona, 1998),
pp. 244–5, 287, that the psallendi were sung on the way to the font probably relates
to the water-related texts of many of these chants. On this question, see
D. A. Fernández et al., ‘Processions and their Chants in the Old Hispanic liturgy’,
Traditio, 75 (2020), pp. 1–48, at pp. 16–17, 26–7.

101 Both translations are taken from D. Randel, ‘Responsorial Psalmody in the Mozarabic
Rite’, Études grégoriennes, 10 (1969), pp. 87–116, at pp. 87, 90.
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singled out as those for a small group of singers or the soloist (the
‘psalmist’). To this group, we can add the soni, which have very
complex melodies, and psallendi, whose melodies also seem to have
been a specialised skill, although they are not as complex as other
chants in this group.102 37 of the 55 chants to which Hands C, E or
F added partial or complete notation belong to one of these genres
– 67% of their interventions. In the parchment section as a whole,
these genres account for approximately 36% of the chants whose texts
were included in full or as incipits. Thus, it was important to Hands C,
E and F to define (in part or in full) the melodies of the chants that
were likely sung by a soloist or a small group of singers.

Hands C, E and F worked concurrently in the same scriptorium, as
can be seen from their alternating stints, and from the interventions
of Hand E during Hand F’s stint.103 The close similarities between the
three – and Hand H – in their textual and notational scripts suggest
that all were likely trained in a single institution that had a highly
consistent house style for musical notation.104 Hand C presumably
had a high status in the scriptorium: he was trusted to lay out the
manuscript’s format in its opening folios, committing to parchment
the institutionally-approved melodies for vespers of the first quotidian
Sunday.105 He also returned for a short second stint, showing his
continued investment in the successful progression of the manuscript.
Hand E copied the bulk of the parchment section. He worked along-
side Hand F, usually intervening when a psallendo was to be inserted.
This genre, at least, seems to have been copied from an unnotated
exemplar, an exemplar in which the psallendi were unnotated, or
an exemplar that did not include psallendi, since only Hand E was
able to add their melodies. We have not observed any direct evidence
that points to any of these scribes having copied from a notated exem-
plar, although of course they may have done so.

102 The ‘laudes’ referred to here are probably the mass laudes – a complex chant – rather
than the more simple office chants that use the same genre label; similarly, the ‘bene-
dictiones’ is probably the multi-verse mass chant rather than the matutinum antiphon
that accompanies the Daniel 3 canticle. For more on different office genres and their
characteristics, see Hornby et al., Understanding the Old Hispanic Office, chapter 4.

103 Such working is evidence of a close-knit institution in which the scribes worked together
regularly alternating their input. See J. Tahkokallio, ‘Counting Scribes: Quantifying the
Secularization of Medieval Book Production’, Book History, 22 (2019), pp. 1–42.

104 So far, we have encountered similar notation only in Silos 7; a close comparison of this
notation with that of Hands C, E and F might be fruitful.

105 As highlighted by Parkes, it is not uncommon for a ‘master’ to copy the first stint of a
manuscript or to start a new scribe’s stint, indicating the layout, rubrics and headings.
For a full discussion of this kind of working relationship, see Parkes, Their Hands before our
Eyes, p. 9.
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P A R CHMENT PHA S E 2

Hand D intervened in the compilation of Silos 6 between folios 44r

and 100r. Hand D added notation to many chants that Hand C, E
or F had notated partially or not at all. Two main factors lead us to
suppose that Hand D’s interventions happened independently from,
and after, the initial work on the parchment section. First, Hand D’s
notation is very different stylistically from Hands C, E and F; there is
nothing to connect their work in paleographic terms.106 Second,
Hands C, E and F occasionally left horizontal space between syllables,
into which they inserted melismas.107 Their melisma notation almost
always fills the gap neatly; there is no additional, unnecessary space
left before the next syllable, and the melisma notation does not
continue above the following syllable. This suggests either that they
knew the length of the melisma well enough to estimate its length
accurately when writing the text, or that they notated the melisma
immediately, before they wrote the next syllable.108 When these
scribes notated a melisma, they left enough space for it between
the syllables of the text. When the scribes did not fill in a melisma,
they did not leave a gap for it between the syllables of the text.109

In other words, Hands C, E, and F did not space the text ready for
notation except when they themselves were adding notation. On very
few occasions, space is left for a short melisma that Hand D filled in
(folio 60r, ‘affacie’; folio 71r, ‘declarabit’, ‘ea’, ‘hec’). In the other
chants notated by Hand D, he had to insert his notation in the limited
horizontal space left by Hands C, E and F. Often, he had to write the
neumes relating to one syllable above the neumes of the next syllable
(for an example, see Figure 11). This suggests strongly that Hands C,
E and F did not anticipate the contribution of Hand D.

a. Variations in the formation of specific neume types
Hand D’s work is defined primarily by its inconsistency. Variations of
neume shape occur across folios 44r–100r, but without any consistent
patterns that would suggest multiple scribes with different ways of
writing particular neumes. For example, the NH shown in
106 It is, in fact, much closer in style to Hands A and G; see discussion below.
107 Examples can be seen in Figure 9.
108 The relationship between spaces left for melismas and scribal practice is discussed by

E. H. Aubert in his unpublished paper ‘Writing Music, Shaping the Medium:
Reading Notation in MS Albi 44’ (personal communication).

109 For some examples of spaces originally left blank by these scribes, see ‘Dominus’
(fol. 103r, Dominus inluminatio); ‘alleluia’ (fol. 116r, Alleluia ad vesperum), ‘peccabi’, ‘mise-
rere’ (fol. 125v, Tibi soli); ‘alleluia’ (fol. 126r, Sapientia).
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Figure 12 varies in shape, across Hand D’s stint, without any discern-
ible pattern. Sometimes there is a tight curve on the first stroke (as on
folio 44v in Figure 12), and sometimes the first stroke is much less
tightly curved (as on folio 60r in Figure 12). The length of the final
stroke varies as well (compare folio 60v and folio 63v in Figure 12).
This degree of notational variation is replicated across many of the
neume types we investigated. We were unable to detect any consistent
patterns in how the notational signs varied, and thus were unable to
ascribe particular notational variants to distinct scribes.

At the same time, some neume shapes are written consistently and
distinctively throughout Hand D’s stint. The rising shape in Figure 13

Figure 11 Notation by Hand D Where Sufficient Horizontal Space Had Not
Been Left (fol. 75r)

fol. 44v: fol. 54v: fol. 60r:

fol. 60v: fol. 63r: fol. 63v:

Figure 12 Variety of Shape within Hand D’s Notation

fol. 44v:  fol. 54v:  fol. 71r:  fol. 90v:  

Figure 13 Neumes Including Rising Curves in the Notation of Hand D
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is a good example of this. Although the inclination and proportions of
these neumes can vary, their formation, with clearly defined rising
curves connected by angles, is consistent throughout the folios written
by Hand D.

b. Melodic dialect
Hand D often notated chants using the León dialect (78% of

cases).110 Near the beginning of his stint, this scribe included some
melodic readings that are not characteristic of the León dialect: on
folio 45v, he wrote a Rioja responsory verse tone and an N�N
cadence; in his next intervention, on folio 54v, he wrote a Rioja
NHL�N cadence. After this, however, there are almost no departures
from the León dialect through the rest of the stint.111 For example, at
phrase openings, Hand D almost always wrote the León dialect NSH
rather than the Rioja dialect NS, sometimes even having an NSH
opening where L8 does not.112 At some points, the relationship
between L8 and Silos 6 is close enough to suggest the two manuscripts
have a common ancestral exemplar, especially in the long melismas
that tend to be points of variance between chants.113

c. Hands A, G and D: a comparison
As noted above, González Barrionuevo suggested that – if one should
interpret the two parts of the manuscript as the result of a single
project – Hand D might have been the notator of the paper section
of the manuscript. We compared Hands A, G and D closely, to estab-
lish whether this is indeed likely. We did not find evidence to support
González Barrionuevo’s hypothesis.

Hands A and G wrote notational signs in consistent ways. Hand D
lacks this internal consistency. The g-shaped NHL illustrates this.
As noted above, in Hand G’s stint, this NHL always begins with a
substantial falling curve and the neume is often tilted to the right,
while Hand A’s NHL has a less substantial curve and is often tilted
110 11% of cases are Rioja dialect, and in 11% of cases the dialect cannot be confirmed.
111 See Online Appendix 2 for details. This observation was anticipated in Hornby and Maloy,

‘Melodic dialects’, pp. 48–9, where the NH�NL�N(H) cadence is identified in the sacri-
ficia only in L8 and S6, ‘reinforcing the impression of a connection between these sources’.

112 See Online Appendix 3.
113 The melismas are very similar, for example in fol. 45r, Alleluiaticus Custodite mandata;

fol. 71r, Vespertinus In die mandabit; fol. 71r, Sono Domini est terra; fol. 74v, Responsory
Haec dicit dominus. On long melismas as a frequent site of melodic flexibility, see
E. Hornby and R. Maloy, ‘Fixity, Flexibility and Compositional Process in Old
Hispanic Chant’, Music & Letters, 97 (2016), pp. 547–74.
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to the left. As can be seen in Figure 14, Hand D formed this notational
sign in multiple different ways. Some notational signs are written simi-
larly by Hand A and Hand G, but differently from Hand D. For
example (see Figure 15), Hand D wrote the looped NHH neume with

fol. 45v : fol. 60v : fol. 63v : fol. 70v : fol. 74v : 

fol. 93v : fol. 100r : 

Figure 14 g-shaped NHL in Hand D’s Stint

Neume reading Hand G Hand A Hand D

NHH

NHHH+114

Figure 15 Comparison of Neumes in Hands A, G and D

114 The + here is used to indicate additional numbers of pitches following the ascending
gestures that are common across these notational signs.
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an initial wide curved gesture that thickens as it progresses to the apex
of the loop. By contrast, Hand A and Hand G often wrote this neume
using a thin pen stroke, growing thicker on the right-hand side of the
loop. In this neume Hand D wrote rounded loops, whereas Hand A
and G wrote more angular loops. Some ascending neumes begin with
a series of rising angular gestures. Hand A and Hand G formed these
neumes by writing a series of neat, tight angles; Hand D wrote this
gesture more erratically, with irregular sizes of gestures, sometimes
curved and sometimes angled (see Figure 15).

The differences between the notational scripts of Hands A, G and
D confirm that they were different people. In more general terms,
however, the notational style of these three scribes is very similar.
They were probably trained in the same cultural milieu, perhaps even
in the same scriptorium. There are parallels in the melodic dialects
used by Hands G and D. When Hand G or D departed from the
León exemplar, they both used Rioja cadences and N�N(H)
cadences. Thus, the similarities between Hand G and Hand D go
beyond the resemblance of their notational style. Both seem to have
been copying a León dialect exemplar, from which they occasionally
departed in similar ways. The melodic choices of Hands D and G,
then, may reflect a particular institutional understanding of the
melodic language of Old Hispanic chant.

TH E F I N A L PHA S E O F COMP I L A T I ON : P A P E R
AND P AR CHMENT

As noted above, Silos 6 contains further interventions by a scribe
using a different notational style from the rest of the manuscript.
This notational style is otherwise used in manuscripts associated
with the León region (L8, Sal, Sant), and, in those manuscripts,
the León notational style coincides with the León melodic tradi-
tion. León notation is always inclined vertically with a distinctive
contrast between thick and thin strokes. This resulted from the
scribes holding the nib of the quill in a fixed position so that the
thick part of the nib was parallel to the vertical edge of the folio.115

Holding the quill in this manner resulted in thick horizontal lines
and thin vertical lines. The thick horizontal lines are clearly visible
in puncta (see the first image in Figure 16). The distinction
between thick horizontal and thin vertical lines is particularly clear

115 It may be worth noting that if the scribe had cut the nib at an angle SW–NE, this fixed nib
technique could be achieved without an awkward hand position.
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in the v-shaped NH and the v-shaped NHH (see the second and
third images in Figure 16).

a. León notation in the paper and parchment sections of Silos 6
León notation is used in both the paper and parchment sections of
the manuscript. González Barrionuevo tentatively identified the
León notator in the parchment section as Hand B, who intervened
twice in the paper portion of the manuscript (folios 20r and 37r).116

Although the notation on folios 20r and 37r is now extremely faded,
we used photo editing software to enhance the contrast.117 We were
then able to confirm that the León notation on these folios is
extremely similar to that of Hand B; both hands wrote with a similar
thickness, and often used neumes which are written in an idiosyn-
cratic and almost identical manner (see Figure 17). In Figure 17b,
the angle at the top of the neume is approximately 10°, there is a long
stroke between the top of the neume and the subsequent gesture
outwards, and the inclination of the last falling stroke is the same
in both parts of the manuscript. We have not encountered the curved
line at the top of the neume in Figure 17c in other León notations.
The neume in Figure 17d has the loop positioned above and to the
right of the initial pen stroke at the bottom left of the neume; it is very
consistent in both parts of the manuscript. These similarities make it
seem very likely that Hand B contributed to both the paper and parch-
ment sections of Silos 6.

b. Melodic dialect and likely exemplar
While Hand B worked in a León notational style, his melodic choices do
not align with the León tradition. Hand B wrote two responsory verse

Figure 16 Thick and Thin Pen Strokes in León Notation

116 González Barrionuevo, ‘Los códices “mozárabes”’, pp. 429–30.
117 GNU Image Manipulation Programme (GIMP) version 2.10.12, www.gimp.org.
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tones, both following the Rioja melodic tradition.118 Twice where L8 has
a NSH unison opening, Hand B wrote the more characteristically Riojan
NS.119 In cadences where melodic dialects can be discerned, where L8
has NHH�N, Hand B wrote NHH�N (once), NHL�N (three times)
and NUH�N (four times). Further, Hand B frequently used a gapped
NL neume at cadences (see Figure 18). This neume is characteristic of

Paper Section Parchment Section

17a:

17b:

17c:

17d:

fol. 37r:

fol. 118v:

fol. 37r:
fol. 118bisr:

fol. 37r:

fol. 152v:

fol. 37r:

fol. 137r:

Figure 17 León Notation in Silos 6

Figure 18 Gapped NL Neume Used by Hand B

118 Fols. 118bisr (Alleluia laudabo), 139v (Venite et audite).
119 On the other occasion, Hand B writes NHL, the melodic gesture used in T4 in the same

chant. See Online Appendix 3.
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Rioja manuscripts but is never used in the León notational style. These
factors combine to suggest that Hand B was working from a Rioja dialect
exemplar written in Rioja notation.

c. The nature of Hand B’s interventions
Hand B always notated complete chants, although he did not

notate all of the chants that had been left unnotated by Hands C,
E, F and D after folio 117v. At some cadence points and on a few sylla-
bles that have melismas, Hand B erased the notation written by a
previous scribe and inserted his own notation. While Hand B may
have adjusted these melodies to match his understanding of their
shape, there are certainly moments where he re-wrote the notation
without changing the melody. See, for example, folio 138v on ‘nostro’,
where Hand B inserted his own version of NHL without erasing the
previous NHL (Figure 19). This addition did not alter the melody,
although his precise choice of neume shape may have changed the
nuance of Hand F’s notation in some way. On some occasions,
Hand B erased a punctum (N) and replaced it with an almost iden-
tical punctum.120 Had he simply retained the previous notation, which
was written at a different height above the text, it would be less easy to
follow the alignment of melody with syllable boundaries.121 Perhaps,
therefore, his primary aim was to achieve notational consistency in the
chants he notated, rather than particularly to revise the previous
melodic version.

Since Hand B intervened both in the paper and the parchment
sections of Silos 6, the two sections of the manuscript must have been

Figure 19 Intervention by Hand B on fol. 138v

120 For example, fol. 137r, Obsecro vos fratres.
121 On the ‘x-height’ – beginning the notation for each new syllable at the same height

above the text – as crucial to interpreting where notation for a new syllable begins,
see S. Rankin, ‘On the Treatment of Pitch in Early Music Writing’, Early Music
History, 30 (2011), pp. 105–75.
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in the same institution (albeit not necessarily bound together) by that
point. Further, there are many text corrections to Mass readings and
prayers in very dark ink, within both the paper section and the parch-
ment section. Although the ink used by Hand B in the musical nota-
tion of the parchment section is also very dark, in the paper section
Hand B’s ink is particularly faded, making it dissimilar from the ink
used in the corrections to the Mass readings. There is no particular
reason to suppose that Hand B corrected the Mass readings. While
the Mass readings might have been corrected for devotional purposes
at any time, it is hard to imagine corrections to the Mass prayers or
Hand B’s notational interventions taking place after the suppression
of the liturgy. We thus suggest that the two parts of the manuscript
were present in the same institution, and perhaps bound together,
before the end of the eleventh century.

CONCLU S I ON

Scholars of Old Hispanic chant have known for decades that multiple
scribes contributed to Silos 6. With the help of our students, and aided
by digital tools, we were able to identify further scribes, combining
palaeographical evidence with melodic analysis and investigation of
notational vocabulary. As a result of this research, we have been
able to separate the chronological and institutional layers of scribal
intervention in Silos 6.

Silos 6 began as two separate projects, one on paper and one on
parchment. In the initial phase of the parchment project, Hands C,
E and F worked closely together on both text and notation, using a
shared melodic dialect and closely related notation; they were almost
certainly trained to sing and write in the same institution. All three
scribes concentrated on the more complex, soloistic chants in the
repertory. They notated some melismas and cadences, as well as some
complete chants, with Hand E taking particular responsibility for the
psallendi. HandH added a single melisma in a similar notational style.
The partial notation may have been planned from the outset, since
Hands C, E and F did not leave space for melismas where they had
not themselves notated them. This layer of Silos 6 was compiled in
an institution with at least four scribes trained to write musical nota-
tion in a uniform way.

Hands A and G contributed to the first layer of the paper project.
Their notational style is very different from that of Hands C, E and F;
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these two groups of scribes were not taught to notate by the same
person.122 Their copying practices were also different: unlike
Hands C, E and F in the parchment section, Hands A and G almost
always notated complete chants. The melodic dialect of Hand G is
distinctive, and seems to have been known also by Hand A, although
Hand A copied an exemplar that followed the León melodic dialect.
This part of the manuscript was unlikely to have been copied in the
same institution as Hands C, E and F, since the melodic dialects are
not the same.

The second layer of intervention in the parchment section was
undertaken by Hand D, who completed (or entirely notated) many
chants on folios 44r–100r. As noted above, his contribution was not
anticipated by Hands C, E and F. Hand D’s notational script is
extremely close to that of Hands A and G. Further, he closely followed
the León melodic dialect, like Hand A. It is very possible that Hand D
trained in the same milieu, and worked in the same scriptorium,
as Hands A and G. If this is the case, then the parchment
section was probably moved to this institution before Hand D added
notation to it.

Subsequently, corrections were made to the mass readings, and
Hand B wrote chants in both sections of Silos 6.123 By this point,
the two sections were bound together, or they were at least present
in the same institution. In contrast to the earlier contributions to
the manuscript, Hand B used a León notational script. Hand B was
certainly trained to notate in a different institution from all the other
Silos 6 scribes. Hand B wrote in a Rioja melodic dialect, contrasting
with the León melodic dialect of the previous layer of intervention
(Hand D), and probably reflecting the melodic tradition of a different
institution. Either the two sections of Silos 6 had been moved to Hand
B’s institution, or Hand B had moved to the institution of Hand A and
G (and perhaps D) where he contributed to Silos 6 using his preferred
melodic dialect and notational style.

Thus, Silos 6 testifies to the mobility of music manuscripts and
scribes in early medieval Iberia: the parchment section may have
moved before Hand D’s interventions; and Hand B added notation

122 For Ruiz Asencio, there are similarities between the text hands of the paper part of the
manuscript and those of Silos 7 and Silos 3; this claim will require close palaeographical
study. Ruiz Asencio, ‘Códices pirenaicos y riojanos’, pp. 197, 202, 204.

123 Hand B’s lack of intervention in the parchment section until fol. 117v suggests strongly
that Hand D’s layer of intervention had already been undertaken.
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after the entire manuscript moved again, or after he himself had trav-
elled. Hands A and D indirectly point to further mobility, either of
scribes or manuscripts. Both Hands A and D were trained to write
in a notational script that we associate with a Rioja melodic dialect,
but wrote chants in the León melodic dialect; either they had moved
(after training) to an institution where the León melodic dialect was
copied and used, or they worked in a scriptorium that had acquired
and was copying León melodic dialect exemplars. Hand B, trained in
León notational script but notating Rioja melodic dialect, illustrates
the exact reverse. These singer-notators must have been aware of
different institutional preferences for the Old Hispanic melodies,
and were able to shift between them as needed. The evidence of
Silos 6 admonishes us to approach the work of each scribe as a sepa-
rate unit of analysis. As we have shown, individual Silos 6 scribes in
different layers followed different – and identifiable – melodic
dialects, and prioritised the notation of different parts of the chant
repertoire, using a variety of notational styles. This manuscript was
the result of multiple layers of intervention in different institutions
over time, rather than being the homogeneous reflection of a partic-
ular institution’s practices.

There is wider evidence that liturgical manuscripts could move
from institution to institution in medieval Iberia, including charter
evidence.124 We have encountered evidence of the movement of
scribes or manuscripts in some other extant liturgical manuscripts.
BL45, a Rioja manuscript, has some chants notated by a scribe trained
in León notation; either the manuscript or (more likely) the scribe
moved to the institution where BL45 was held.125 Similarly, there
are multiple notational styles in T6, indicating movement of the
manuscript or of those who added notation to it.126 It is too early
to be able to draw wider conclusions about the extent to which nota-
tors and manuscripts moved around early medieval Iberia; each
manuscript will have to be carefully examined first. We can observe
now, though, that heterogeneous liturgical manuscripts might some-
times have originated in the same institution by scribes who had been

124 On donations of liturgical books from Don Sancho de Tabladillo and Abbot Nunno to
San Sebastián de Silos in a 1067 charter, for example, see Boylan, ‘Manuscript illumina-
tion’, p. 12.

125 This is explored in PhD work-in-progress by Marcus Jones at the University of Bristol.
126 Emily Wride, ‘Mixing Notational and Melodic Style in an Old Hispanic Manuscript’,

Kalamazoo International Medieval Congress, May 2022, presenting work undertaken
collaboratively with Rebecca Maloy.
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trained in different places, or that stylistically very similar manuscripts
might sometimes have been copied in different places by scribes who
moved after they were trained in a single place.

In our work on Silos 6, we have argued that there is an institutional
identity shared by Hands C, E and F, who have very similar notational
styles. Other evidence beyond their notation confirms that they
worked together at the same time and in the same place, including
their division of labour and their shared melodic dialect. It is very
likely indeed that they were trained in the same institution, and
it is possible that this institution had a notational ‘house style’.
We are not yet in a position, however, to identify institutional nota-
tional identity across more than one manuscript. This is, in part,
because the close palaeographical work has not yet been done on
enough Old Hispanic manuscripts. A more fundamental challenge –
perhaps insurmountable – is that only approximately forty notated
Old Hispanic manuscripts survive from the entire Iberian peninsula;
no colophons confirm that two or more of these manuscripts were
written at a similar time in the same institution. Even after each manu-
script is studied in detail, it still may not be possible to identify nota-
tional ‘house styles’ across multiple manuscripts. (As a point of
comparison, over twenty extant neumed liturgical manuscripts origi-
nate from the Abbey of Saint Gall alone.)127

As we have illustrated, the identification of scribal hands in a medi-
eval manuscript is the first step towards a deep understanding of the
material object’s compilation. When we consider a manuscript as a
product of individual people, each with their own priorities, knowl-
edge, resources and agency, we can begin to uncover aspects of scrip-
torium and scribal practice and the layers of intervention that resulted
in the extant manuscript.128 We can pinpoint moments when a manu-
script or a scribe (or both) moved from one institution to another.
We can sometimes establish aspects of the working relationship
between scribes, including scriptorium hierarchy, shared training
and the particular expertise of individual writers. We can identify
how many scribes worked together on a particular project, which gives
a lower limit for estimating scriptorium size. We can establish some of
the cultural (including musical) knowledge on which they drew, and
can determine characteristics of now lost exemplars.129 Medieval

127 For digital images and descriptions, see https://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en.
128 For a foundational essay of this kind, see S. Rankin, ‘Ego itaque Notker scripsi’, Revue

bénédictine, 101 (1991), pp. 268–98.
129 On the use of exemplars in Old Hispanic manuscripts, see the general discussion in

Hornby and Maloy, ‘Fixity and Flexibility’.
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manuscripts reward very close analysis because they offer a window into
medieval culture and the daily life of those who captured that culture in
writing. Appreciating the work of each scribe as an individual promises
to lead to a finely-grained understanding of the scribal, musical and
liturgical traditions to which the manuscripts bear witness.

University of Bristol
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A30 Real Academia de
la Historia,
Madrid, MS
Aemil. 30

Misticus 10th or 11th
century

Probably San
Millán de la
Cogolla

http://bibliotecadigital.rah.es/es/
consulta/registro.cmd?id=66

A56 Real Academia de
la Historia,
Madrid, MS
Aemil. 56

Liber ordinum
maior

10th or 11th
century

San Millán de la
Cogolla

http://bibliotecadigital.rah.es/es/
consulta/registro.cmd?id=65

BL45 London, British
Library, Add. MS
30845

Misticus 10th or early
11th
century

Uncertain; possible
San Millán de la
Cogolla

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/
FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Add_MS_
30845

BL51 London, British
Library, Add. MS
30851

Liber psalmorum,
liber canticorum,
liber hymnorum,
liber horarum,
misticus

11th century Uncertain http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/
FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Add_MS_
30851

A P P E ND I X 1

Manuscript Sigla

Ourmanuscript sigla are largely derived from Randel, Index. Exceptions are: L8 rather than his ‘AL’ (we have chosen a siglum
which combines the manuscript’s location with its shelfmark); and Z418 (thought, when Randel made his index, to have been
copied at the monastery of San Juan de la Peña, hence his siglum SJP). All British Library manuscripts have been labelled BL
rather than Randel’s BM, since they have been moved from the British Museum to the British Library. For summary notes on
the notated chant manuscripts, with bibliography, see Hornby et al., Understanding the Old Hispanic Office, Appendix 1, pp.
347–69. See also http://musicahispanica.eu/
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L5 León cathedral
archive, fragment
F-5

Liber ordinum
(fragment)

11th century Unknown

L8 León Cathedral
Archive, MS 8

Calendar,
antiphoner

Mid 10th
century

‘East of León’ or
the monastery of
San Isidoro in
León

https://bvpb.mcu.es/es/consulta/
registro.do?id=449895

NY16 New York, Hispanic
Society of
America, MS
B.2916
(previously
Toledo 33-2)

Misticus Mid 11th
century

Uncertain; possibly
San Millán de la
Cogolla

PB99 Paris, Bibliothèque
Nationale de
France, MS nouv.
acq. lat. 2199

Antiphoner
(fragment, fols.
14r–16v)

Late 9th or
early 10th
century

Unknown https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/
btv1b105243380/f2.item

Sal Biblioteca Histórica
de la Universidad
de Salamanca
MS 2668

Liber psalmorum,
liber canticorum,
liber horarum

1059 Copied by
Christophorus
for Queen
Sancha of León.

https://gredos.usal.es/handle/
10366/55563

Sant Biblioteca de la
Universidad de
Santiago de
Compostela MS
609

Calendar, liber
psalmorum, liber
canticorum, liber
horarum

1055 Copied by Pedro,
with the
illuminator
Fructuoso (fol.
208v), for King
Ferdinand I of
León, at the
instigation of his
wife Sancha.

https://minerva.usc.es/xmlui/
handle/10347/9014
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Silos 3 Santo Domingo de
Silos, Biblioteca
del Monasterio
MS 3

Calendar, liber
ordinum minor,
misticus

Calendar
dated
before
1064; liber
ordinum
dated
1039;
misticus is
late 11th
century

Unknown;
intended for
parish rather
than monastic
use. Liber
ordinum was
copied by
Iohanne
presbitero
scriptore (fol.
177r)

Silos 4 Santo Domingo de
Silos, Biblioteca
del Monasterio
MS 4

Calendar,
horologium (fol.
4r, indicating daily
psalms at monastic
services), liber
ordinum maior.

1052 Copied by the
priest
Bartholomew by
order of Abbot
Domingo of the
monastery of San
Prudencio de
Laturce, and
paid for by
Sancho Garceiz
and his wife
Bizinnina. The
place of copying
is not certain

Silos 5 Santo Domingo de
Silos, Biblioteca
del Monasterio
MS 5

Misticus 1056 Uncertain;
colophon names
the copyist as
Blasco (fol. 82v).
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Silos 6 Santo Domingo de
Silos, Biblioteca
del Monasterio
MS 6

Paper misticus;
parchment
misticus

Late 10th or
11th
century

Uncertain.

Silos 7 Santo Domingo de
Silos, Biblioteca
del Monasterio
MS 7

Misticus, liber
horarum

11th century Uncertain;
monastic.

T4 Toledo, Biblioteca
Capitolare MS
35-4

Misticus; orational
(fragment, fol.
172r–v); commicus
(fragment, fols.
176r–178v).

1192–1208 Probably Toledo

T6 Toledo, Biblioteca
Capitolare MS
35-6

Misticus Late 10th to
early 11th
century

Unknown

Z418 Zaragosa, Library
of the Faculty of
Law, MS M-418

Antiphoner
(fragment)

10th or 11th
century

Navarre (preserved
at the monastery
of San Juan de la
Peña)

https://zaguan.unizar.es/record/
718?ln=es
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